Stent for Crohn’s disease strictures: Which one and when?

The Crohn’s disease (CD) perforating phenotype (fistula–abscess) is almost always associated with strictures and is one of the main complications of the disease, present in nearly 60% of patients who have the strictures [1,2]. These perforating forms are the first indication for surgical treatment, which in most cases is ileocolonic resection [3,4]. The stricture phenotype alone, without associated fistula, is observed in approximately 30% of patients after 10 years of evolution [5].

After resection, postoperative recurrence of CD is the rule, with endoscopic evidence in 80% of cases at 1 year and formation of postoperative stricture in about 40% of cases at 5 years [6]. These strictures are usually of mixed composition with inflammation and fibrosis. Their clinical impact is variable, ranging from asymptomatic (revealed by radiologic or endoscopic examination) to incomplete obstructive syndrome that gradually increases and rarely leads to full clinical obstruction. Specific treatment is required only symptomatic strictures, whether or not they are accompanied by dilation on upstream imaging. Native strictures have the same clinical picture, but the fibrotic ring usually exceeds 4 cm, in contrast to postoperative strictures in which the ring is short. The average incidence of native strictures is 20% in cohort studies and in only one study were they seen in 70% of the total patients [7]. Native strictures of the colon that are in an area of inflammation or scarring are associated with a higher risk of dysplasia and cancer, a complication that must be ruled out before considering endoscopic treatment [8].

Endoscopic hydrostatic dilation with a balloon was developed nearly 20 years ago as an alternative to iterative surgical resections and for strictures that must be ruled out before considering endoscopic treatment [8]. The procedure is simple, with technical success rates of between 90% and 100%, an approximately 2% incidence of severe complications such as perforation, and success rates demonstrated in meta-analysis of nearly 60% at 33 months [9,10]. The problem is the high risk of clinical recurrence, which ranges from 30% to 60% at average follow-up of 15 to 45 months [11,12]. Because of that, Japanese authors first proposed the use of an “endoscopic stricturoplasty” with covered or uncovered self-expandable metallic stents (SEMS) for a few days to achieve longer and more sustained expansion than with balloon dilation. The first tests have been mixed; the main problem was the rapid migration of stents [13,14]. Indeed, to be extractable, these stents must be fully or partially covered with a plastic film, because in its absence, a mesh stent is rapidly colonized by mucosa, preventing its extraction.

In this issue of Endoscopy International Open, two articles dealing with SEMS use in Crohn’s disease strictures. Loras et al. undertook a large review of the literature and describe 16 studies published to date on this indication [15]. Most of them are small series of fewer than 10 patients. One of the studies is Loras’s own cohort, which is the largest published to date (n = 17) using partially or totally covered SEMS and demonstrated a good rate of clinical success: 67.4% at mean 60 weeks, which is no better than with hydrostatic dilation, and was associated with a high rate of migration (52%) and four cases of impaction, possibly due to the long period of time (4 weeks) the stent were left in place before extraction [16]. The meta-analysis also included our prospective study of 11 patients, 10 of which were technical successes with uncovered SEMS. However, in seven those 10 cases, the patients experienced stent migration at a median of 3 days (range 1 – 10 days). We agree with Loras et al. that there was a clinical effect with a decrease or disappearance of obstructive symptoms in six out of 10 patients, which was associated with dilation for at least 1 day after stent placement. We
do not agree, however, with their conclusion that migration is not an adverse event. It may lead to impaction, perforation, and a need for additional surgery, which suggests that control stent movement is necessary to lower those risks. As shown in other reports that do not involve Crohn’s disease, the migration rate for uncovered SEMS is approximately 30% or more [17]. Because of that, we designed a new partially covered SEMS manufactured by MITech and built with an anti-migration shape. In a pilot study of seven patients in which the device was used for a short period of time, we observed no migration [18].

The second study, by Karstensen et al., included six patients with Crohn’s disease in whom the well-known SX-ELLA biodegradable stent (6 cm x 18 mm) was implanted after a mean of 5.5 sessions (range 4–7) of hydrostatic dilation [19]. The authors’ patient selection criteria were not typical: three of the patients had native strictures, only one had an ileocolonic postoperative stricture, and the others had duodenal or post-colectomy strictures. In the five of six patients in whom the procedure was a technical success, there were no clinical successes. One patient experienced stent migration; in another, stent extraction was necessary, which should not have been the case with a biodegradable stent; and one patient required surgery for sigmoid resection. The trial clearly was a failure mainly because the clinical scenarios in which the stents were used were atypical and involved patients in whom other endoscopic techniques had already failed or would have failed.

Given these data, we need more studies to evaluate the use of anti-migration-shaped SEMS in only patients with symptoms who have a short (<5 cm) ileocolonic anastomotic or native stricture, with minimum clinical or endoscopic inflammation and with stent retrieval in less than 7 days. It seems that undertaking a first session of hydrostatic dilation before stenting is not a requirement [18]. However, no biodegradable stent is currently available which is suitable for this indication. In our field, we need a biodegradable anti-migration-shaped stent that is strong enough not to collapse, thin enough to be used within the endoscope operating channel, and ideally has a degradation time of 1 to 2 weeks.
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